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1. Introduction

People with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD)

have to deal with a wide range of perceptual problems.

The problems in autism can be related to difficulties

in temporal integration. This can affect perception

of stimulus length, impaired temporal coherence [1],

and problems in orienting attention as well as shift-

ing attention from one stimulus to another [2]. The

deficiencies can affect the processing of language [3],

processing of visual information such as faces or visual

signs of emotion [4], or acoustic signs of emotion [5].

However, multimodal input can still facilitate

autistic persons’ communication. For example sign

language and speech have been reported to mutually

shed lights on relevant parts in the conversation [6].

Such additional multimodal cues can help to overcome

integration and attention problems by (i) augmenting

available information and (ii) highlighting parts of

other modalities that are important. Likewise, aug-

menting and highlighting interactions patterns have

been discovered in parents’ child-directed communi-

cation, which have gained recent interest also for the

teaching of robots [7].

Yet, existing assistive systems act as a filter that

irrevocably removes information from the perceptual

stream. Such filters certainly prevent being over-

whelmed by too much information, but do not allow for

a mutual promotion of multimodal stimuli, and might

also remove important information accidentally. We ar-

gue that support systems for people with ASD should

instead augment available information and highlight it,

in order to guide their attention and to help extracting

relevant information (see Figure 1). In this paper we

approach the development of a support system that

allows for such mutual promotion by capitalizing on

previous effort on infant directed communication and

robotic perceptual systems. We presented two robotic

perceptual systems to people with ASD and analyzed

their responses based on a questionnaire and a free

discussion. Results agree with our hypothesis by iden-

tifying the need for an immersive assistive device that

integrates into the communicative situation instead of

separating the user from it by removing information.

2. Method

The general scope of this paper is to investigate

the use of robotic perceptual systems for the integra-

tion of auditory and visual stimuli as assistive systems.

Fig.1 Conceptual diagram of a perceptual assisting
system which highlights information instead
of restricting the available information.

Fig.2 Demonstrated systems: (top) Acoustic pack-
aging; (bottom): Audio-visual synchrony.



In the following we give a short introduction to these

systems and elaborate on our experimental session in-

cluding an interactive session, in which autistic people

interacted with the systems, a questionnaire and a

open discussion.

System 1: Acoustic Packaging The first system

uses parallel audio and video streams to segment events

in both modalities and associate them. Therefore it

generates “packages” comprising speech from the audio

signal and movements or gestures visible in the video

stream [8]. Audio-band energy and motion-history

image norms are considered as measures of activity

within each modality in order to detect and segment

events in the stream. The degree of overlap between

events in both modalities is then used to group them,

whereas one package always has exactly one acoustic

event to which multiple visual events can be associated

(see Fig. 2, top). A prominence detection module [9]

is finally used to find syllables within packages with

the strongest vocal emphasis, which typically reflects

the semantically most significant parts of human utter-

ances. Hence, the system is able to discover segments

of emphasized speech and associated visual events like

gestures. This information is used for to assistance

strategies: Firstly, the ongoing segmentation of events

and their association is displayed on a computer dis-

play. Secondly, the system repeats the most prominent

syllables acoustically via loudspeakers which can act

as summary of the most important information in a

conversation.

System 2: Audio-Visual Synchrony The sec-

ond system detects short-term synchrony between in-

coming auditory and visual streams at signal level.

Thereby the energy (e.g. loudness) of the acoustic

signal is temporally correlated with the change of the

video data on a per-pixel basis [10]. Since each pixel

in a camera image is correlated individually to the

acoustic signal, the result is another image stream

indicating how synchronous different areas of the cam-

era image are with the current acoustic sensation (see

Fig. 2, bottom). This synchrony is naturally sensitive

to sound sources: e.g. a mouth produces temporally

synchronous visual and acoustic stimuli during speech.

However, also non-sound-sources can be synchronous

on purpose in a communicative situation. For instance

gesturing synchronously to certain words or expres-

sions is frequently used to highlight them [10], which is

similar to the mutual promotion of stimuli during sign

language as discussed in the introduction. The feed-

back strategy used for this system was to integrate the

synchrony information back into the original stream

of images: areas of the camera image that expose a

high degree of synchrony with the audio stream are

displayed with slightly increased saturation of colors.

Areas with little or no synchrony to the audio stream

were still visible, but were displayed with reduced color

ID Question asked (translated)

Q1 Can you accept wearing glasses that display an image?
Q2 Do you believe you would be distracted by glasses that display an

image?
Q3 Can you accept a side screen when you talk to someone?
Q4 Do you want to use the system that you experienced today in daily

life?
Q5 If you answered yes to the previous question (wanting to use system

in daily life), which system do you want to use?
Q6 Comments for improvement of the system experienced today
Q7 Would you accept using a system which communicates information

using vibration?
Q8 Which modality do you prefer?
Q9 Do you think it is convenient if there is a tool which can replay

important words during conversation?
Q10 Do you think you will be distracted if such word will be replayed

during the conversation?
Q11 Do you think that it is useful to have a sound that will emphasize

the important information during the conversation?
Q12 Do you think you will be distracted when such a sound is played

during the conversation?
Q13 Problems in your daily life?
Q14 What kind of tools would be useful?

Table 1 Questions asked

saturation and slightly spatially smoothed. Therefore,

synchronous stimuli create a pop-out effect that easily

allows to focus on them. The display of this infor-

mation was done fully online with an only minimal

time-lag.

Procedure We conducted an interactive experimen-

tal session with 24 Japanese participants with disor-

ders of various intensity within the autistic spectrum.

In the first 45 minutes an introduction was given to

them explaining the purpose of the session, and giving

a short introduction to the aforementioned systems

that were also shortly demonstrated. After that the

participants had another 45 minutes time to freely

interact with both systems and to test the acoustic

package detection and prominent syllable playback, as

well as the highlighting based on audio-visual signal-

level synchrony. During this interaction session the

participants could (i) test how the systems react to

themselves, as well as (ii) how the systems augments

and highlights signals from other persons in order

to check whether the systems’ feedback is useful to

interpret and understand them.

After the interaction session we asked participants

to fill a questionnaire with the questions shown in Ta-

ble 1. The main purpose was to find out their attitude

towards various ways of technological embedding (e.g.

glasses, screens) of assistive systems, as well as to-

wards specific feedback strategies demonstrated in the

interaction session (e.g. playback). Finally, each par-

ticipant was asked to give comments on his experience

with the systems as well as general comments not

covered by the questionnaire. These comments were

collected within a 45 minutes open discussion in which

all participants could hear the others’ comments.

3. Survey Results and Discussion

The systems were exposed to 24 participants

which subsequently filled a questionnaire asking them



Q1: Glasses Q2: Glasses distraction Q3: Side screen

Q4: Use system daily life Q7: Vibration Q9: Replay important words

Q10: Replay distraction Q11: Sound to emphasize Q12: Sound distraction
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Fig.3 Survey results. Thin black bars indicate the
mean response.

about their experiences with the system, improve-

ments, suggestions and their own problems in daily

live. In the following the responses of the participants

to the questionnaire are discussed. Firstly, we will

address questions related to each potential device and

its possible risk for distracting the user. On the topic

of using glasses which include a screen displaying ad-

ditional information (Questions Q1 and Q2, Figure 3)

people responded mainly positively. They either find

it possible to accept wearing glasses (41.7%) or do

not have a strong opinion whether to accept or reject

glasses (41.7%). However, they also see a relatively

high risk of being distracted by them. A group of

70.8% believes they will likely be distracted by such

glasses. Concerning a side screen which displays addi-

tional information, the opinions are more diversified

(Question Q3, Figure 3) which is reflected in a higher

standard deviation of responses (sd = 1.3) compared

to the previous question (sd = 1.1). Using a vibration

device (Q7) is also acceptable for 41.7% of the partici-

pants. However, 25% do not answered this questions,

which might be due to lack of personal experience with

such devices. Concerning the acoustic modality 66.7%

of the participants support the idea of a device which

replays important words during the conversation (Q9),

which is a strong support for this approach compared

to the previous responses. However, also 58.3% be-

lieve they might be distracted (Q10), which is lower

compared to Q1 but still significant. The same re-

sult 58.3% is observed for the question about a sound

that emphasizes relevant information (Q11). Here,

62.5% assume they will be distracted (Q12), which is

consistent with Q11. Concerning the two particular

systems that were presented there is a slight favor of

the acoustic packaging system (29.2%) which empha-

sized the important word in the conversation over the

audio-visual synchrony system (20.8%) which empha-

sizes regions in the visual stream (Q5). However, 50%

of the participants do not have a clear opinion here,

which indicates a low significance of these answers. In

Frequency Comment Category

2 Accuracy was low
2 System might be expensive
2 System output should be adaptable
2 Multi-talker problem
3 Contrast in display was low
6 System for mobile / iphone use

Table 2 Q6: Comments for improving the system?

Frequency Comment Category

2 Problems with attention
2 Tired fast
3 Emotional perception
3 Problem getting semantics
4 Multi-talker problem
5 Organizational problem

Table 3 Q13: Problems in your daily life?

Frequency Comment Category

2 Escape the current situation
2 Mobile device
2 Multi-talker problem
3 Emotion perception

Table 4 Q14: What kind of tools would be useful?

particular, participants had an opinion inconsistent

to Q5 in Q8, asking for the general preference for a

modality in which feedback should be provided. A

group of 58.3% prefers feedback as visual input, while

only 20.8 prefer tactile input and a minority of 4.2%

seems to favor acoustic input.

An important pattern in these results is the strong

contrast between the acceptance of a device which

assists in processing perceptual information and the

concern that such a system poses an additional distrac-

tion factor. This pattern can be consistently observed

for both the acoustic and visual modality. This result

supports our hypothesis that any assistive device is

required to be immersive and should not diminish any

positive effects by causing distraction to the user.

To better understand the specific needs of per-

sons with ASD concerning an assistive system the open

questions in the survey were classified into categories

and the frequencies of these categories were counted

(see Table 2, 3, and 4). Frequencies below 2 occur-

rences have been removed to focus on frequent aspects.

A very strong demand seems to be the portability of

an assistive device (see Table 2). Also due to orga-

nizational problems, having to carry around multiple

items does not seem to be feasible for people with

ASD. Furthermore, the results reflect typical problem

domains in ASD: linguistic processing in noisy condi-

tions and situations with multiple talking people are

mentioned multiple times (see “Multi-Talker” problem

in all tables). Also problems with emotion perception

are shown (see Table 3 and 4), as well as the wish for

support for that issue.

In summary the results exhibit a strong wish for

a system that provides semantic information about on-



going events. Especially on topics where people with

ASD typically have problems such as speech percep-

tion and emotion perception. This result is consistent

with the positive responses to question 9 and 11 that

refer to a first semantic interpretation of the input.

Other comments which are not reflected in the above

tables due to lower frequencies indicate not only a

wish for interpreting the input, but also for systems

capable of improving the own communicative output.

Participants suggested that they would like to eval-

uate their own communication for training purposes.

Another request described a the system that assists

people with ASD in communicating their inner state

to the communication partner.

4. Conclusion

We presented two robotic perceptual systems to

people with ASD and analyzed their responses based

on a survey and a free discussion. The results show

that people with ASD would accept a system which

augments input. Additionally, the results clearly con-

firm our hypothesis, that an assistive system should

be immersive and not distract the user. This result is

especially supported by the contrast between accep-

tance for such devices which coincides with a concern

regarding distraction it may cause. Therefore, a key

aspect in developing on assisitive systems for people

with ASD is that they do create additional distraction

for the user. Furthermore comments indicate that

users would not like to be separated from their envi-

ronment by the system. Another result of our analysis

is that the participants strongly demand support for

semantic interpretation. This means from the user

viewpoint an ideal assisitive device should not just

enhance information, as for example a directional mi-

crophone enhances the signal to noise ratio to make a

specific speech source more understandable. Instead

interpreted information such as subtitles for speech,

digests of past talks, face recognition, emotion recog-

nition is requested. Another requirement seems the

systems adaptability to users specific needs. Different

ASD characteristics might not only require different

modalities to be enhanced but also to inject enhance-

ments into a specific output modality as well as specific

fine tuning. Furthermore, an assisitive system should

not rely only on processing input and presenting infor-

mation to the user. Some users also expressed their

wish in support for expressing their inner state such

as feelings to the communication partner.

In summary the results show that developing an

assisitive system for ASD requires careful consideration

of the target users and their specific characteristics of

ASD. Our results on the topic of distraction show that

even negative effects might be created if the device

is not immersively integrated into the users environ-

ment.
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